Global alterations in mRNA polysomal recruitment in a cell model of colorectal cancer progression to metastasis.
Tumour onset and progression are due to the accumulation of genomic lesions, which alter gene expression and ultimately proteome activities. These lesions are thought to affect primarily the transcriptional control of gene expression. In the present study, we aimed at evaluating the genome-wide occurrence of alterations in the translational control exploiting an isogenic, phenotypically validated cellular model of colorectal cancer (CRC) transition from invasive carcinoma to metastasis. In this model, microarray profiling shows that changes in the level of messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) association with polysomes occur more than 2-fold than changes in the level of total cellular mRNA. When common to both the total and polysomal compartments, these changes are also homodirectional, being amplified in magnitude at the polysomal level. Comparison between the transcriptional and the translational fluctuations revealed distinct signatures of statistically over-represented gene functions, involving the program of cell proliferation for both levels of analysis, while the apoptosis and the translation programs were affected mainly at translation. Looking for an upstream determinant of translational deregulation, we found an increase in the hyperphosphorylated form of the 4E-BP1 protein in the metastatic cell line, possibly resulting in an increased activation of cap-dependent translation due to increased activity of the eIF4E protein. Analysis of the distribution profiles for the 5' untranslated region (5'-UTR) length of the changed genes showed an association between longer 5'-UTRs and the probability for the relevant gene to be altered translationally, consistent with enhanced eIF4E function. This genome-wide analysis is in favour of a model of profound alteration of translational control in late CRC progression. It also suggests polysomal mRNA profiles as a new, informative dimension for the study of transcriptome imbalance in cancer.